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About the job

Sonaca Aerospace Transilvania , is increasing his portfolio with transfer of work from Belgium headquarter and implement
new projects like Ariane 6 , A321 Flaps , 175E2 for composite parts. Also, as new business in Sonaca Group ,Flaying Taxi
represent one of the future projects.

Due to this, Sonaca strategy is to increase the specialist teams by bringing students that are curious, with vision and great
ideas to learn the basic of aerospace production.

Sonaca as a group invest and help people to develop them social, technical and leadership skills. We grow tomorrow’s
leaders by working together in projects development, industrialization and increasing the quality of our product using a
mentoring technique.



2023 Production Engineering Internship Opportunity
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Your role as intern in Sonaca Aerospace Transilvania

 In this internship role, you will meet different challenges, take decisions, and see the results quickly. You will
discover Soncaca products and the impact that Sonaca has it in Aerospace

 You will also discover Sonaca Standards and methods of process control and monitor. IN the end you will build your
own capabilities through the job experience, mentoring and training.

 Learn about the standards and certifications that is need to be respected in aerospace. You will learn about he
Internal and external audits and the requirements from customer.

 Identify and recommend changes in the production process
 Work with a multifunctional team of experts with strong skills around making process.
 Accountable for the line / system weekly KPI results.
 Has technical responsibility for the coordination and execution of specific project activities
 Applies technical leadership skills to deliver successful initiatives. Integrates science, technology, engineering and

capability to deliver better processes
Benefits

 Truly meaningful work from the beginning, offering the chance to influence the production and quality of our leading 
products;

 Opportunity to be on the production floor, meeting various challenges while working with world-renowned 
technologies in some exciting ways;

 Exciting work experience in a dynamic, multinational and diverse work environment where you can benefit from 
mentorship, coaching, training and guidance;

 Attractive compensation and benefit package depending on the no. of working hours;
 Transport payment if you use your own car or bus tickets ( appointment) in Cluj, in case of sharing ride with one of 

our collogues (Cluj – Sonaca)
 Meal tickets and working contract for entire internship period.
 Possibility of choose between 6 or 8  hour of work /day
 Possibility to choose how many days/week to work
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Your role as intern in Sonaca Aerospace Transilvania

 Understand the organization, methodology and operation of a Quality Management System
 Analyze business and customer requirements and product specification to ensure conforming products
 Collect and record quality control data and prepare specific KPI’s to assess the performance of key processes
 Participate and assist quality team members in performing internal audit, walk the process, Gemba walk, etc.
 Perform data and trend analysis based on specific or generic KPI’s and propose improvement actions
 Validation of the correlation between different documents related to product conformity – Product Specification /

Control Plan / Technical Work Instruction / Control and Recordings
 Manage the Measuring and Monitoring Equipment data base and ensure periodic certification is done on time
 Create or modify Process Flows for different operations or process and sub-processes

Benefits

 Understand how a Quality Management System is defined, organized and implemented
 Get in contact and have a better understanding of what Quality Assurance and Quality Control means
 Firsthand understanding of the challenges and complexity in the organization of an industrial flow that ensures On 

Time, On Quality products in a Lean Manufacturing environment philosophy
 Take the first steps to a career that is internationally in very high demand and allows a wide flexibility range in terms 

of industries, domains and activities. 
 Attractive compensation and benefit package depending on the no. of working hours;
 Transport payment if you use your own car or bus tickets ( appointment) in Cluj, in case of sharing ride with one of 

our collogues (Cluj – Sonaca)
 Meal tickets and working contract for entire internship period.
 Possibility of choose between 6 or 8  hour of work /day
 Possibility to choose how many days/week to work
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Your role as intern in Sonaca Aerospace Transilvania will be to:

Benefits

 Transportation allowance 
 Meal tickets and working contract for entire internship period
 Possibility to choose the working schedule (6 or 8  hour of work /day)
 Possibility to choose how many days/week to work

 Record supplier invoices in SAP
 Register bank statements in SAP
 Post accounting records in SAP
 Sales log verification
 Scan and archive accounting documents
 Extract information from the accounting system and prepare various reports
 Other accounting or administrative activities on request



Summer - Autumn Internship Opportunity
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Qualifications

Essential Skills:
 English knowledge- written and spoken
 Microsoft Office Package

Desirable Skills:
 Analytical skills
 Communication skills
 Social skills (team skills, open for contacts, proactivity)

Good to know

 Sonaca Aerospace Transilvania is situated in industrial Parc CT,
Village Badeni (at the exit from Turda towards Alba Iulia )

 Sonaca Aerospace Transilvania will be closed between
24/07/2023 and 04/08/2023 for summer holiday. In this period
will be no salary for the ones who start the internship before
this period.

 Availability for a 3 month internship commitment, with the
possibility of extension up to an undetermined employment
contract starting autumn 2023;

 Apply by sending the CV to email address:
claudia.vilceanu@sonaca.com


